Machinery Room
Model FIREKILLTM K6

INNOVATIVE FIRE PROTECTION SOLUTIONS
The FIREKILL K6 is a total flooding low pressure water
mist system suited for fire protection of machinery
spaces, special hazard machinery spaces, combustion
turbines and insulated combustion turbines with volumes up to 4610 m3 .
The system can be designed with different parameters
depending on enclosure size, making it possible to
optimize the system for its use.
The FIREKILL K6 system utilized the Model K6 nozzle
which can be supplied in different materials and with
different thread types.

The VID Fire-Kill Model C-EL Electrically Operated Control Valve is a series of FM Approved robust and reliable
deluge, angle positioned, pilot controlled valves created
entirely in Stainless Steel (316L) and designed for operating in open deluge systems as a zone valve or a full
flooding/deluge valve, capable of functioning under
harsh conditions and designed to be connected to systems where no corrosion is allowed.
The Model C-EL valve´s are available in optional configurations such as pre-action and pressure reducing.

Application:
Internal combustion engines, oil pumps, oil tanks, fuel
filters, generators, transformer vaults, gear boxes,
drive shafts, lubrication skids, diesel engine driven
generators, exposed Combustion Turbine, Insulated
Combustion Turbine and other similar equipment
using liquid hydrocarbon fuel and/or hydraulic, heat
transfer, and lubrication fluids with volatility less than
or equal to heptane; enclosures with incidental use or
storage of hydrocarbon ignitable liquids (also known
as flammable liquids) of not more than two 55 gal
(208 L) drums.
The model K6 nozzles are tested and approved in accordance with international standards such as
FM5560 and IMO MSC Circ. 1165.
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